Coming as I do to the study of history as a student of literature, I have found that a little-known short story by Edgar Allan Poe aptly presents the “revisionist” attitude that I took toward my historical survey, Texan Jazz, soon after it was published by the University of Texas Press in 1996. Having traced the contributions of Texas musicians to jazz history over a period of almost one hundred years, from Scott Joplin’s “Maple Leaf Rag” of 1899 through Blind Lemon Jefferson’s 1920s country blues and on to Marchel Ivery and Cedar Walton’s 1994 recording of “Every Time We Say Goodbye,” I came, after the publication of my book, to appreciate greatly the views on revising a work of history as expressed by the Egyptian character in Poe’s short story entitled “Some Words With a Mummy.”

According to Poe’s character, who is literally shocked back to life by a group of American Egyptologists who jokingly apply to his mumified body a galvanic charge from a voltaic battery, the Egyptian philosophers of the mummy’s distant day-following discovery of the embalming principle—were struck by the idea that it would much advance the interests of science if life were lived in installments. In this way, an historian, for example, would write a book with great labor and then get himself carefully embalmed; leaving instructions to his executors pro tem, that they should cause him to be revivified after the lapse of a certain period—say five or six hundred years. Resuming existence at the expiration of this term, he would invariably find his great work converted into a species of hap-hazard note-book—that is to say, into a kind of literary arena for the conflicting guesses, riddles, and personal squabbles of whole herds of exasperated commentators.

Poe’s mummy goes on to say that the revivified Egyptian historian, after finding his work distorted by annotations and emendations of later historians, would rewrite it and thus prevent history “from degenerating into absolute fable.”

What interests me about Poe's short story is not so much its satire of the way that historians question and perhaps distort the work of their fellow scholars, but rather the notion that, were we able to return to our writings five hundred years hence, we would surely see them differently and would feel the need to revise them thoroughly. As a matter of fact, in my own case, it
took far less than a single year before I wished that I could revise what I had written, and especially what I had said, or failed to say, about a jazz trumpet player by the name of Kenny Dorham, who was born near Fairfield, Texas, on August 30, 1924, who attended high school in Austin and Wiley College in Marshall, and who became one of the preeminent figures in the bebop and hardbop periods of jazz history.

Even though, after finishing my book on Texan jazz, I believed that I had covered Kenny Dorham's career as fully as I could within the limitations of a history filled with numerous important figures, it was not long before I came upon a group of compact discs which had not been available at the time of my writing. Such a discovery of additional material is not unusual in any field of study, for new information often emerges only after a book is in print. And while further data need not change a writer's essential view of a historical figure, I immediately saw that the unknown CDs would have been extremely helpful in establishing more substantially a central thesis of my book, namely, that a Texas background influenced the kind of jazz produced by Texas musicians. These newly released CDs also altered my conception of Kenny Dorham as an artist, since they demonstrated to me that I had not given this jazzman the full credit he was due as an instrumentalist and a creative thinker.

What I discovered through one recording—originally made January 10, 1960, and reissued in 1995 as The Kenny Dorham Memorial Album—was that, as a boy growing up on a farm in Post Oak, Texas, the trumpeter had had "aspirations of becoming a top cowboy and being able to yodel and sing songs like the horsemen of the West." As Dorham goes on to say, "The Gene Autry-type yodelers and the local cowboys were mostly white. I had a black satin two-year-old pony with a white, diamond-shaped spot in the middle of his forehead. He was equipped with a Sears & Roe buck western saddle, bridle and halter." One of the tunes included on the 1960 memorial album is entitled "I'm an Old Cowhand," and the appeal of this piece for Dorham may be accounted for in part by his early attraction to ranch life, which, as he seems to suggest, was unusual for a Black in the Fairfield area, even though there had always been Black cowboys in Texas. But, more importantly, Dorham's performance of "I'm an Old Cowhand" reveals much about the jazz artistry of this native Texan who traded his bridle for Bebop.

Written in 1936 by Johnny Mercer, a native of Savannah, Georgia, "I'm an Old Cowhand" was conceived at the time during a trip that Mercer and his wife took across the state of Texas. Reference in the lyrics to the Rio Grande River establishes the specific setting, and this must have been important to Dorham as a Texan. Yet the melody itself—the only one ever composed by lyricist Mercer—was undoubtedly the most attractive feature of the piece. Curiously, Mercer's melody is based on a famous English tune, "Westminster Chimes," which was itself inspired by the clock in the tower of the Parliament building in London. Dorham possibly heard Mercer's song when it was sung in a 1941 movie by Roy Rogers, but certainly it seems that the combination of the cowboy connection and the enduring English tune stimulated the trumpeter's musical imagination. Dorham's improvisations on the Mercer tune are pure jazz, with his glissandos and flutter-tongued notes lending to the melody a unique quality that is so different from the song's British source or the lyricist's comic treatment of Dorham's Lone Star state. Indeed, the Texan's inventive handling of the theme represents a vital feature of the art of jazz.

What makes jazz so special is difficult to define, but hearing Kenny Dorham perform this type of music makes it clear that any definition would include the blend of varied sounds that has gone into its creation. As played by Dorham, this one piece, "I'm an Old Cowhand," brings together two continents and a wide range of human expression, from joy and playfulness to technical and intellectual ingenuity. And this was characteristic of Dorham's work as a jazz artist by the time he spent two years as the trumpeter in the Charlie Parker Quintet, which in May of 1949 traveled to Europe for the first Paris International Jazz Festival where it proved to be "one of the greatest and purest bop units . . . producing . . . some of the finest small-group bop ever heard in France." It was at that time that Dorham incorporated into his recorded solo on "Out of Nowhere" a phrase from Australian composer Percy Grainger's Country Gardens. The reach and all-encompassing nature of jazz are indicated not only by these examples of differing types of music coming together in the playing of a Texas jazzman, but also by the worldwide impact of jazz, which, as "the most democratic music on this planet" and a symbol of freedom, has even been credited in some quarters with the Glasnost movement that revolutionized the Soviet Union.

On a smaller scale, we can witness the effect of jazz abroad through recordings that Kenny Dorham made in Norway and Denmark with jazz musicians from those two Scandinavian countries. In 1960 Dorham recorded in Oslo and in 1963 in Copenhagen. On the second of these visits, the trumpeter composed a piece entitled "Scandia Skies" as a tribute to the region that received him so warmly. On the earlier trip to Norway, Dorham recorded with three Norwegians a tune entitled "Lament," by American jazz trombone virtuoso J. J. Johnson. "Lament" had already been recorded in 1957 by trumpet legend...
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Miles Davis on a landmark album entitled Miles Ahead, which brought widespread recognition to Davis's introspective, elliptical style of playing. Dorham's 1960 performance of Johnson's tune thus represents a jazz tradition which the Texan shared with his fellow musicians in Norway. However, Dorham's own interpretation of "Lament" is different from the Davis version but equally moving, a very personal approach which is characteristic of Kenny's more direct statement of feeling (an attribute as well of Hardbop) and which also exemplifies the individual expression possible within the larger jazz tradition. The highly expressive, emotive power of Dorham's playing comes through fully on this 1960 performance, in spite of the fact that the recording is marred by distortion from the taping and reproductive process in Oslo.

Even before Dorham traveled to Scandinavia in the 1960s, the trumpeter apparently had already exhibited a musical connection with this part of the world. On a recording made on December 15, 1953, of "Osmosis," a tune by Osie Johnson, Dorham had quoted from what sounds to me like Norwegian composer Edvard Grieg's incidental music to Henrik Ibsen's Peer Gynt. As I have discovered since the publication of Texan Jazz, Dorham often incorporated in his trumpet solos the same phrase that seems to derive from the "Anitra's Dance" section of Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite. This phrase can be heard in the Texan's solos on his own tune "Minor's Holiday" and on "Basheer's Dream" from March 29, 1955; on his own tune "The Theme" recorded on November 23, 1955 (with Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers, of which Dorham was a founding member); on "Man of Moods," from May 22, 1956; on his tune "Mexico City" from May 31, 1956; and on "Why Not?" from March 13, 1961. I hasten to add, however, that this is unusual in Dorham's playing, since in the dozens of solos that I have heard on his recordings, the trumpeter never really repeats himself. His solos are all quite different in conception and style, ranging from his flowing, lyrical choruses to short, jabbing phrases, half-valve effects and flutter tonguing, dazzling runs, sudden leaps to piercing high notes, and everything in between.

Dorham's awareness of and fondness for the Grieg-like phrase could have come from any number of sources. Trombonist Jack Teagarden, a fellow Texan, recorded "Anitra's Dance" with his own big band in June 1941. Female trombonist Melba Liston, who was with the Dizzy Gillespie orchestra in 1949-Dorham having been a member of the first Gillespie big band in 1945-arranged the Grieg piece at the suggestion of the trumpeter-leader. My own father heard Grieg's music through a public school program in Fort Worth around 1930, and Dorham may well have first known the work while in secondary school or while he was attending Wiley College in Marshall in the early 1940s. Of course, it may simply be a coincidence that the phrase that I hear in Dorham's solos is much like a passage in Grieg and that in fact the phrase was of the trumpeter's own invention, for he was an original improviser and a fine and prolific composer. Whether Dorham is quoting from Grainger or Grieg, his adoption of this bebop penchant for musical quotation is an indication of the Texan's capacity for intertwining his blues-based jazz roots with a world-music heritage, which makes of him a regional artist with an international latitude. While his incorporation of motifs from classical works demonstrates his ability to utilize such repertoire for his own jazz objectives, a tune like his "K.D.'s Blues" makes evident the significance to his creation of Hardbop during the 1950s of his own Texas background-that is, what jazz critic James Lincoln Collier has referred to in calling the state "a blues hotbed." Of course, the blues have long enjoyed in themselves a universal appeal, but in combination with Dorham's blues mode, his witty allusions to Grainger and Grieg add an intellectual
The notion of a connection between jazz and a world-music tradition is close in spirit to the recent work of Black historian Robin D.G. Kelley, who, through his consideration of poly-rhythms in jazz, has conceived of the importance of polyculturalism in Black history, an idea which he elaborated during a lecture entitled “People in Me: On the Polycultural Nature of Blackness.” Kelley’s point was that Black culture has drawn upon other cultures to develop its own way of life, with the historian’s particular examples limited to the Black use of Mao Tse-tung’s Little Red Book and the folk traditions preserved by Australian aborigines. Although Kelley did not mention Kenny Dorham, he may eventually do so, since this historian is reportedly writing a biography of jazz pianist Thelonious Monk, with whom in 1952 Dorham recorded three Monk compositions: the difficult and rarely performed “Skippy”; the early jazz waltz, “Carolina M oon”; and the classic “Let’s Cool One.”

But to return to the Scandinavian connection. The motif possibly from Edvard Grieg’s “Anitra’s Dance” that Dorham worked into a number of his solos was either evoked somehow in the trumpeter’s mind while he was playing or was simply a favored phrase that served him in the construction of his solos based on the melody and chords of a tune related or unrelated to the Peer Gynt Suite. Such motifs can be the building blocks or linking devices of any music, and certainly the appropriation of others’ lines or phrases is not unheard of among jazz improvisers. Charlie Parker frequently quoted from Bizet’s Carmen and used the opening of Percy Grainger’s Country Gardens as a coda. But so far as I am aware, Dorham is the only bebopper to have drawn upon Grieg’s “Anitra’s Dance,” although in doing so he was clearly working within the bebop tradition practiced by Parker, whose tendencies Dorham obviously absorbed during his time with Bird’s quintet between 1948 and 1950. This assimilation of world-music sources in jazz was but one aspect of the bebop message that Dorham took with him to Scandinavia.

Just as Charlie Parker had been stimulated by his visit to Sweden in 1949 to create his piece entitled “Swedish Schnapps,” so too was Dorham inspired by his stay in Norway and Denmark to compose his “Scandia Skies.” Other American jazzmen were also inspired by their visits to Scandinavia—for example, Duke Ellington composed his “Serenade to Sweden” during his trip there in 1939, and in 1951 tenorist Stan Getz toured Scandinavia, picking up on a Swedish folk tune entitled “Dear Old Stockholm,” which subsequently was recorded so memorably by the Miles Davis Quintet with tenorist John Coltrane and Texas pianist Red Garland. But more than Parker or Ellington or Getz, Dorham, in visiting Scandinavia, forged in a way a more direct, personal bond between his own form of Bebop and one of what I take to have been its sources in the music of Grieg, which had figured structurally in his solos for more than half-a-dozen years prior to his trip to Oslo.

All of Dorham’s highly melodic solos that contain the Grieg-like motif are long-lined, in what has been called his “running” style, which critic Michael James has suggested was an influence on Charlie Parker, who “tended to use longer phrases when partnered by Dorham.” As for Dorham’s impact on the Scandinavians, this is evident not only from the fact that Allan Botschinsky, who joined Dorham on flugelhorn for the 1963 Copenhagen recording session, had long admired the Texan, but also from the way that on “My Funny Valentine” Botschinsky “picks up the mood [from Dorham’s solo] so completely as to maintain a virtually uninterrupted melodic flow.” Dorham’s “elegant melodic powers” were a large part of his contribution to Bebop and Hardbop, and this too he took with him on his Scandinavian visit.

In addition to Dorham’s “Scandia Skies,” another tune that he recorded both in Oslo and in Copenhagen, with Norwegian and Danish jazz musicians, was his tune entitled “Short Story.” Reportedly this piece derives from “Tickle Toe,” a composition by the great tenor saxophonist Lester Young, which was first recorded by the Count Basie Orchestra in 1940. Young was an important influence on Charlie Parker, and this and the practice of basing a tune on the chords of an earlier work (referred to in bebop parlance as a “contrafact”) were again part of the jazz legacy that Kenny Dorham carried with him to Paris and the Scandinavian
capitals, as well as to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, where in 1961 he recorded with an all-star group that included saxophonists Zoot Sims and Al Cohn.\(^{25}\) Dorham’s effect on the Scandinavian jazz scene seems apparent from the inspired performances by the musicians with whom he recorded: Botschinsky, trumpeter Rolf Ericson, pianist Tete Montoliu, drummer Alex Riel, and bassist Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen. While many countries have built up substantial jazz traditions, the presence of a vital figure like Dorham among musicians of another culture always brings out the best in those native or immigrant players. As for the meaningfulness of Dorham’s appearance on the Brazilian jazz scene, it may not be possible to gauge this so directly, since he did not record with local musicians but only with a group from the U.S. What is evident, however, is the impression made on the Texan by Brazilian music, for Dorham’s hearing it resulted in a number of his compositions that “helped shape several schools of jazz for the next decade.”\(^{26}\) In addition to recording Brazilian composer Heitor Villa-Lobos’s “Prelude” in an unusual duet with pianist Bobby Timmons (a combination that harks back to a recording of “Tom Cat Blues” by Joe “King” Oliver and Jelly Roll Morton made in 1924) and Brazilian Luis Bonfá’s “M anha de Carnaval,”\(^{27}\) Dorham wrote two quite popular tunes based on his South American tours of 1960 and ’61, “Una más” and the remarkable “Blue Bossa,” as well as “São Paulo,” “El Matador,” “Afrodisia,” and “Pedro’s Time.”\(^{28}\) Both the Scandinavian and South American trips undertaken by Dorham suggest the reciprocal nature of his international experience, which in itself represents the openness that jazz has always fostered, regardless of its origins or where it has gone. This too was a message that Dorham, on his travels abroad, “preached”—to employ a favorite gospel analogy of hardbop adherents like brothers Nat and Cannonball Adderley and Horace Silver of the Jazz Messengers.

Beginning with his first trumpet lessons in Austin, Kenny Dorham slowly and steadily developed his musical talents, playing with most of the seminal groups and individual stars of the bebop and hardbop periods and serving in the process as a jazz ambassador to the world. As my own research has continued into his life and artistry, I have realized that there is a more profound, imaginative, and substantive expressiveness to the work of this modest, highly dedicated musician from my own state than I had previously recognized. As jazz critic Gunther Schuller has observed, “it is always a source of surprise to discover in what diverse regions of the country many of the major and lesser figures of jazz were born and/or grew up.”\(^{29}\) In the case of Kenny Dorham, it is especially striking to learn that as a boy he took part in cattle round-ups, helping drive the herds to the dipping vat for five dollars a day, and that his most cherished dream was to become a hobo, thinking “it would be very exciting to . . . hitch rides on freight trains and [go] as far west as San Francisco and southwest to the border towns of Mexico.”\(^{30}\) Little did he suspect, perhaps, that one day by means of his own music—both through such compositions as his “Mexico City,” “São Paulo,” “Monaco,” “Bombay,” “Tahitian Suite,” and “Scandia Skies” and by virtue of his long-lined, “running”-style, solo-trumpet “rides,” at what often has been identified as a Texan’s “loping” trot—he would traverse the globe in the astonishing saddle of Blues and Bebop.\(^{31}\)

Like Kenny Dorham, his fellow Texan Leo Wright, who was born in Wichita Falls on December 14, 1933, also transported his native musical heritage and his own “brand” of Bebop to a world audience. Wright’s father, Mel, an alto saxophonist, played at the end of the 1930s with the San Antonio band called Boots and His Buddies,\(^{32}\) and also gigged professionally with the father of Buddy Tate, a tenor saxophonist from Sherman, Texas,
who was featured with the Count Basie band. Leo first studied the alto with his father when they moved to California in the early 1940s, but on returning to Wichita Falls, the son was instructed during his senior year of high school by Texas tenorist John Hardee, who had been recorded in the 1940s by Blue Note, Savoy, and the newly formed Atlantic label. Leo earned a scholarship to Huston-Tillotson College in Austin and later attended San Francisco State College before being drafted into the army. While stationed in Germany, Leo was in charge of a jazz group and met up with a number of important jazz musicians, including Dallas pianist Cedar Walton. On returning to the U.S., Wright enrolled again at San Francisco State, but when his money ran out he headed for New York to try his luck.

At New York’s Half Note nightclub and at the Newport Jazz Festival, Wright performed with the Charles Mingus jazz workshop, which included three other Texas sidemen, tenorist Booker Ervin, altoist John Handy, and trumpeter Richard Williams. Although Wright did not record with Mingus, he did appear on albums with Dizzy Gillespie, whose quintet Wright joined in 1959, traveling in September to Copenhagen where the group was recorded in concert. Just as Kenny Dorham had formed part of the Charlie Parker quintet, Leo Wright also worked with one of the two masters of the bebop movement. Gillespie was especially attracted to Leo Wright for his facility as both an alto saxophonist and also as a flutist. Wright had studied the flute at San Francisco State, but “he had begun to resent the instrument,” until Dizzy started featuring him on such pieces as “I Found a Million Dollar Baby” and the trumpeter’s classic tune, “A Night in Tunisia.” Wright’s performances on both flute and alto add much to Gillespie’s music. Even though Gillespie recorded “A Night in Tunisia” innumerable times over the years following his first recording of the piece in 1946 with Don Byas on tenor and Milt Jackson on vibraphone, every Gillespie performance of this piece differs from all his others. While the Copenhagen version is similar to the one recorded at Newport in 1960, both differ from one another and also from the version the Quintet recorded on February 9, 1961, at the Museum of Modern Art, and especially from the big-band orchestration by Argentinean pianist-composer Lalo Schifrin (entitled “Tunisia Fantasy”) recorded at Carnegie Hall on March 4, 1961, with Wright as usual on both flute and alto. In every instance, Gillespie’s classic remains an appealing, stirring piece, and Leo Wright contributes in several ways to convey the exotic flavor of this masterful composition.

Although neither Kenny Dorham nor Leo Wright was ever on the same level of originality or expressive power as Parker and Gillespie, each of these Texans had his own voice and both had been from the beginning of their careers drenched or baptized in the blues tradition, which invests their playing with a soulful, hardbop feeling. Gillespie himself confessed that he was not a blues man, contrasting his playing with that of Texas trumpeter Peter Oran “Hot Lips” Page; Wright, on the other hand, was definitely a blues man. On alto Wright at times sounds more like a tenor, his tone gruffer than Parker’s and his ideas more ferocious. While Wright does not offer Parker’s complex bebop locutions, he does at times reel off strings of breakneck runs that are reminiscent of the Bird’s phenomenal musical flights. In tandem with Gillespie on “A Night in Tunisia,” Wright flawlessly negotiates on alto the demands of the composer–trumpeter’s exotic rhythms and harmonic changes. On flute, Wright evokes the Middle Eastern (or is it Caribbean?) mood of the piece, as he does on “Kush,” Gillespie’s self-described “African rhythm and tone poem,” written on the Quintet’s trip to Africa and performed at the 1961 MOMA concert. Just as Poe’s Egyptologists revived their 500-year-old mummy, Gillespie’s “Kush” brings to life the rediscovered ancient lost Nile city of that name, and Wright’s flute once again sets the mood for this African composition. On alto, Wright not only enters the spirit of the piece with his primitive-like screams but also at one point recreates something of an Arabic-sounding motif. Both “A Night in Tunisia” and “Kush” illustrate the comment by bassist Bob Cunningham that playing Gillespie’s music showed him “the world,” while “Kush” underscores the view of Lalo Schifrin that this piece demonstrates Dizzy’s interest in “other cultures, and his African roots.” For his part, Wright aided Gillespie musically in exploring and expressing such cultures and roots.

Another work performed by the Quintet at the MOMA concert was Duke Ellington’s “The Mooche,” originally recorded by the composer and his orchestra on October 1, 1928, and characterized variously by Ellington as “a stylized jungle... a sex dance.” Surely the source of much of Gillespie’s own exotic music,
Ellington's piece remains a modern-sounding work and was a natural choice for the MOMA program, along with Gillespie's African-inspired "A Night in Tunisia" and "Kush." As for Leo Wright, one of his own inspirations on the alto was reportedly Ellington's star altoist, Johnny Hodges, who dialogues on the 1928 recording of "The Mooche" with growl-trumpeter Bubber Miley. However, Wright's alto solo on the Quintet version is stylistically quite different from Hodges's approach. Although both players share a certain austerity and clarity of tone, Wright's style is more "crackling," a term several commentators have used to describe his attacking, even somewhat tormented cry. Also, there is a blues quality to Wright's sound that is rather more aggressive than the lovely, floating style of Hodges. This difference serves to point up the approach of earlier saxophonists with that of sidemen of the hardbop persuasion who were often more anguished and even perhaps more bitter than Hodges ever was in his solo or ensemble work. This distinction also makes evident that, through Gillespie's music, Wright brought to audiences here and abroad the more aggrieved manner of sixties jazz as it had developed out of the bebop revolution.

In 1960 Lalo Schifrin would write a suite for the Gillespie big band entitled Gillespiana, with the Quintet serving as soloists in something of a concerto format. In the 1940s, Gillespie had incorporated Latin American elements in his music, especially through the percussion work of Cuban bongo player Chano Pozo. For the Gillespie big-band concert at Carnegie Hall in 1961, Wright solos along with the leader on the Gillespie-Pozo Afro-Cuban classic entitled "Manteca." (Wright is the featured soloist on the ballad, "This Is The Way," which he performs on alto with a magisterial sound and technique.) Gillespiana continued with the tradition in jazz of having a "Spanish tinge," a phrase used by Jelly Roll Morton to describe what he considered to be the necessary Latin American element in the music. Leo Wright, the only reedman on the recording, solos on alto with intense swing in the Prelude, Panamericana, and Toccata sections and adds his lovely flute voice to the Blues and Africana sections, which combine Latin American rhythms with a jazz blues feeling.

In 1962, Wright left Gillespie and recorded with his own group a piece by Schifrin entitled "Dionysos," which the Argentinian composer had created for and dedicated to the Texan, thus bringing together the music of South America and the American Southwest. Prior to going off on his own in 1962, Wright had already helped to bridge the music worlds of the two Americas, touring there with the Gillespie Quintet. From this experience he necessarily came to share with Kenny Dorham an affinity for Brazilian music, later recording his own version of "A Felicidade," a bossa nova by Brazilian composer Antonio Carlos Jobim, from the film Black Orpheus.

In Texan Jazz, I discuss Wright's work with his fellow Texan, trumpeter Richard Williams of Galveston, whose first and only album under his own name, New Horn in Town, was recorded in November, 1960. Wright in turn enlisted Williams for the altoist's own first album, his 1960 Blues Shout. The title tune of the album, by Gigi Gryce, shows most clearly Wright's blues roots, as well as what Leonard Feather calls his manner of cutting "through with knife-like clarity, his dynamics more flexible, more a part of his personality than on flute." Wright's version of Gillespie's "A Night in Tunisia" has him playing the accompaniment figure to Williams's theme statement in a rhythmic, phrasal manner that is unlike any other rendition recorded with Gillespie. "The Wind," a beautiful tune by pianist Russ Freeman, reveals Wright's ability to slip convincingly from a very touching ballad mood to bluesy, twisting, bop-like lines. The final tune on this first album, a Wright original entitled "Two Moods," likewise shows the altoist moving from something of a ballad feeling to a boppish jump style. Capable of a
wide range of expression, on both flute and alto, Wright was certainly a master of the bebop genre, yet he was equally effective on a lush, more mainstream touchstone like “Body and Soul,” which was given its classic reading by Coleman Hawkins in 1939. Wright’s rendition of “Body and Soul,” accompanied by another fellow Texan, pianist Red Garland, was recorded in San Francisco in 1978, and is a tour de force performance that exhibits the altoist’s total control of his instrument and his amazing musical imagination.47

Leo Wright emigrated to Europe in 1963, and apparently his wife Sigrid, with whom he performed duets and from whose name he derived the title for his composition “Sigi,” was German or Scandinavian.48 Living first in Berlin and later in Vienna, Wright became a member of the Radio Free Berlin Studio Band, performed at festivals in Germany, Switzerland, and Finland, and appeared with jazzmen like Lee Konitz in Paris, continuing in all of these venues to spread the good word of Bebop and his own native Texas blues. Like Kenny Dorham, Leo Wright played a significant role in the creation of jazz during the late bebop period, although both were overshadowed at the time by the startling arrival of their fellow Texan, Ornette Coleman, and his avant-garde Free Jazz. Both Dorham and Wright have been described as quiet-mannered, cooperative men, even as their jazz comes across as urgent, dynamic, assertive. Both musicians also shared a sense, as Wright put it, that “jazz is the greatest medium for bringing people together here, and all over the world.”
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Notes

2. Mark Gardner, insert notes, The Kenny Dorham Memorial Album (Xanadu Records, XCD 1235, 1975, 1995). According to Gardner’s notes, Dorham’s statement about his youthful ambition was taken from his Fragments of An Autobiography, but what had been published was not revealed. Only later, thanks to another CD entitled Kenny Dorham: Blues in Bebop (Savoy, SYV-17028, 1998), did I find that this autobiographical work was published in the Down Beat Music Yearbook for 1970, although to date I still have been unable to see this volume.
3. See Sara R. Massey’s Preface to Black Cowboys in Texas (College Station: Texas A & M University Press, 2000), where she writes that it is “plausible that the total number of African-American cowboys herding cattle up the trail 1866-95 was 8,700, or twenty-five percent” of all the cowboys involved, white, Mexican, and African American (p. xv).
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